
Resolution presented by the delegation of the

Lebanese Republic

Theme National and International conflicts and security

Concerns the fight to protect democracy

The General Assembly,

Keeping in mind the recent agressions to the emblematic institutions of democracy perpetrated

by nationalist demonstrators disputing the democratic institutions and openly

attacking minorities,

Alarmed by the multiplication of political organisations that have nationalist and radical

ideologies, encouraging the direct attacks against democracies in numerous

areas,

Witnessing that the evacuations of those protests are dangerous for the demonstrators (80

injured in Brazil in January 2023, among which 40 badly injured), but mostly

for law enforcement officers  which are trying to hold those raging and

irresponsable spirits and that there are expensive additional costs that the

States have to make up for (Capitol Riot estimated cost: $USD 2.73 million,

april 2023),

Observing the multiplication and the generalisation of hate speech spread by the use of

social media and the facilitated access to the Internet and the deplorable role

that some named government and parliament members play in these

escalations,

Noting the implementation of massive operation of personal data subtraction to serve

those extremist political campaigns,

Proposes

- the institution of an international and publicised trial judging the governments having

recently supported such attacks, especially one, the United States of America, for

being a paladin of democracy;

- to facilitate and support national action plans to keep close watch of the political

extremism phenomenon;

- the overlooking of the data of controversial political figures which can be considered

as threats to peace and to the democratic institution of a nation;

- the establishment of global certification programs to fight against fake news;

- the use of the democracy index to establish a level beyond which the threatened

country will enter a list where it can call for military assistance if the situation

degenerates.

The English text prevails.


